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Author’s response to reviews:

1. Figure 1

We note that figure 1 may reveal some personal information (name is included in top right hand corner). Please ensure all figures are de-identified (including supplementary figures). Alternatively, please ensure the account user has provided consent for publication and include this in the consent for publication section.

In your response please state how Jane Doe is related to the study. If Jane Doe is a false name please ensure this is clearly stated in the manuscript.

Thank you for bringing this to our attention. Jane Doe is indeed a false name, we now clarified this in the figure legends of Figure 1 and Supplemental Figure 1 and 2.
2. Clean manuscript

At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours.

All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

Please remove any files that should not be published along with your manuscript e.g. cover letters, reviewer responses, guidelines etc., ready for publication.

We uploaded the clean versions and removed all files that should not be published along with the manuscript. We hope our manuscript is now suitable for publication.